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What Does the Sequester mean? Short Term, Not much. 
now that the sequester has hit, many investors are wondering what the $85 billion 
in federal spending cuts will mean for the Us economy and markets. in the very 
short term, the answer is — not much. By the second quarter, however, the story 
will be different.

why? the sequester is not the same as the fiscal cliff everyone was worried about 
earlier this year. if the United states had gone over the fiscal cliff, the full brunt of 
the tax increases would have hit disposable income immediately, and by extension, 
consumption. in contrast, sequester-related spending cuts will not happen 
immediately, or all at once. 

The hit comes in the Second Quarter
assuming the sequester is not reversed during march’s budget negotiations, the 
spending cuts will be phased in over the coming months. as such, they are likely to 
make their initial impact on the economy in april, becoming visible in the economic 
data in may.

if the cuts are not reversed, we see the sequestration as a modest negative for the 
economy and, to some extent, stocks over the next three to six months. in aggregate, 
the sequester represents roughly 0.5% of gross domestic product (GDP), which is 
in addition to the previous fiscal drag of roughly 1.5%. Given the current economic 
environment, the real impact may be even higher. as we highlighted last week, there 
is evidence that spending cuts and tax increases have a larger impact on growth 
when interest rates are stuck at zero. the bottom line? we believe the sequester is 
not likely to have a big immediate economic impact, but the spending cuts do raise 
the risk of economic and earnings disappointments as we get into the second quarter.

The Sequester Should Keep the Fed in Easing mode
one implication of the sequester is that it will probably keep an already dovish Fed 
in easing mode, at least for the first half of the year. with the sequester representing 
yet another headwind, the Fed is even more likely to take its time before withdrawing 
monetary accommodation. this was evident in chairman Ben Bernanke’s recent 
remarks. in delivering his semiannual monetary policy outlook to congress last week, 
the absence of any real discussion of a Fed exit strategy was notable. interestingly, 
this reassured investors, who were growing increasingly nervous over the possibility 
of an early end to quantitative easing (Qe). the fact that the Fed is likely to maintain 
its asset purchase program, at least through the first half of the year, will help 
mitigate the effects of a slower economy and is supportive of risky assets. 
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it’s the question on everyone’s mind. and fortunately, there are 
answers. visit blackrock.com/newworld for more information.
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markets, perhaps encouraged by mr. Bernanke’s comments, seemed to ignore the 
potential sequester-related downside and turned in a positive week. the Dow Jones 
industrial average notched a 0.6% gain to end the week at a five-year high of 14,089, 
just 75 points from the record. the s&P 500 index and nasdaq composite also 
advanced, adding 0.2% and 0.25%, respectively, to close the week at 1,518 and 
3,169. in fixed income, the benchmark 10-year Us treasury price rose again last 
week, with the yield sliding from 1.97% to 1.84%.

Investors Take Note: Gold and high Yield Should Benefit
of late, gold prices have been falling, largely due to investor nervousness over the 
longevity of Qe. However, on tuesday, following mr. Bernanke’s very dovish testimony, 
gold rallied more than 1%. to the extent monetary policy remains accommodative, 
it is likely to benefit gold. 

the reason is that monetary policy — as measured by real interest rates — is a 
key driver of gold’s performance. Gold typically does best when real (inflation-
adjusted) rates are low or negative, as they are today, as this removes the opportunity 
cost of holding gold. “looser–for-longer” monetary policy supports this environment 
and suggests investors should maintain some small, strategic allocation to gold. 
what would change our view? should the economy start to accelerate and the Fed 
signal an end to Qe, that would suggest trimming or removing the allocation to 
gold. But given that the sequester and the challenges still facing the consumer are 
keeping the economy in slow-growth mode, we believe the Fed will be on hold for 
at least the first half of the year, which may help bolster gold prices. 

another asset class we believe will benefit from continued Fed accommodation 
and slow but positive economic growth is high yield fixed income. easy monetary 
policy and low rates allows companies with lower credit ratings to refinance their 
debt at favorable levels, leading to continued low default rates. were the environment 
to shift toward rising rates, that would change, but we don’t see that in the near term.
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